
KIM  IN  CAMBODIA             SEPTEMBER 2003 

Well – I’ve arrived….after a good flight I landed in Phnom Penh mid morning on 
Wednesday 10th September.  I met Mr Bora at immigration and he arranged my visa and 
took me to my hotel – The Golden Gate!  I met my friend Nick and the local boy who 
thinks I have returned to marry him (cheers Nick!)…then I slept thanks to the air-con 
keeping me cool as it is so hot and humid.  

I spent 5 days in Phnom Penh, relaxing and adjusting to the climate.  I did a few tourist 
things, went shopping and sorted out a bank account.  I spent a few hours each day at the 
PFD office in Phnom Penh meeting other members of staff – and everyone is very nice! I 
ate out at various places – from on the road (literally) to a posh restauarant with my boss 
Judi, one meal at the lake with Nick was nice until a water rat decided to join me and ran 
up my leg and sat on my lap as I tucked into my meal!  Oh my God!!  

My first glance of Chhlong was one of relief, as it is quite nice really. My house lovely – it is 
right on the river Mekong so an excellent view from my balcony (where I take breakfast!!)  

 
The house is wooden on stilts, I live upstairs and a family of 5 live underneath.  It is huge 
and really airy – I have a massive living area, lounge, dining area, kitchen, bathroom (with 
real toilet and cold shower!) and two bedrooms.  I feel at home already, but am one with 
nature as I live here with hundreds of ants (everywhere!), several big spiders, small geckos 
and a large tekkai (big gecko!) called a tekkai as that is the noise it makes (at night!) – but it 
eats spiders and other bugs, so he can stay!  My boss Judi lives next door – so I go there 
most nights, she has a TV and DVD so we watch all the latest stuff ($3 a film – copied of 
course!)  Judi has a gay cat called Daisy – most inappropriate name for a tom cat!! Poor 
thing!  Its nice here, the family are lovely although I don’t know what they are saying to 
me, the children all know a little English, so everywhere I go I get “Hello….bye bye”.  

Well, I officially entered employment on 15th September, for now I am useless until I can 
speak the lingo – so I have 2 hours language training each day!  I am doing well so far, 
people love to help me practice (it is very entertaining for them!) … 

The rest of the time I am visiting health centers to get familiar and then moto training…. 

 

So, life is good – no regrets and no tummy bugs (yet!),  Bye for now, love to you all…Kim x 


